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Six months ago, the world ended. The Baugh Contagion swept across the planet. Its victims were left twitching, adrenalized cannibals that quickly became know as Junkies. Civilization crumbled as people created isolated safe havens to hide from the infected... and the possibly-infected. Now, as society nears a tipping
point, lives will intersect and intertwine across two days in a desolate city. THE JUNKIE QUATRAIN is four tales of survival, and four types of post-apocalypse story. Because the end of the world means different things for different people. Loss. Opportunity. Hope. Or maybe just another day on the job.
A 1915 short story by Edgar Wallace, ‘The Melody of Death’ is a thrilling crime story. A mysterious melody causes a young man to descend into mania whenever he hears the tune. Newly married, he is convinced that death is coming for him, and wants to make sure that his new wife will be well provided for following his
demise. A fast-paced page-turner, this is an exhilarating and dramatic tale from the famous author. Edgar Wallace (1875 – 1932) was an English author, journalist, and poet. Born into poverty in London, Wallace left school at 12 and joined the army at the age of 21, where he worked for the Press Corps as a war
correspondent for Reuters and The Daily Mail during the Second Boer War. Following the war, Wallace turned to writing for his income, writing numerous stories for serialisation in newspapers and magazines. Hugely prolific, Wallace wrote over 170 novels and over 900 short stories over the course of his career. In
later life Wallace moved to Hollywood where he worked as a scriptwriter, and it was here that he died unexpectedly in 1932 whilst working on a draft of what was to become perhaps his most famous work, ‘King Kong’.
Il cubo di Enascentia, Arusha
The Rosetta Stone
Pistis Sophia, G. R. S. Mead

Angels do not have wings. But they do have fangs and some curse like sailors.The Guardians, a once Mortal group of warriors, exist to hunt the Shadow Demons in our forgotten world. Their bloodline allows them at the time of their death to rise and fight in the war that rages all around, unseen by human eyes.For over a thousand years, Keltor, one of the oldest warriors, has fought
after losing everything he loved at the hands of a Demon. He has taken no comfort except in his vengeance against the beings that stole his heart and life. Then one day, it begins to pound in his chest again when he sees her, the Keeper.Elizabeth is a human that suddenly begins to see things that shouldn't exist. The story that she couldn't write is now right in front of her eyes,
literally. As is a breathtakingly gorgeous, leather clad warrior with a heavy brogue that is completely off limits per the laws of the new world she is thrust into.She is a Keeper, a balance between the light and dark who has within her the power to tilt the scales one way or another in this war with her choices. Somehow she made it thirty years in this world hidden from both sides. An
epic struggle for her soul begins as she learns who she is and tries to accept that it's the Keeper's pull attracting her to Keltor, nothing more.A warrior that lost his heart long ago, a woman that has never really known her own. Each Guardian only gets one Mate and when they are found, there is nothing in the Seven Hells or the Heavens that could keep them apart.Is it the magic of
the Keeper's soul, or is she His?
WEREWOLVES Dr. Crispin has engineered the saviors of mankind: Pavlov's Dogs, a team of soldiers capable of transforming into fearsome beasts. But when Crispin and his team welcome a new talented neurotechnician to the island, Dr. Crispin quickly realizes his masterwork has fallen into the hands of a man he does not trust. ZOMBIES Back on the mainland, Ken Bishop and
his best friend Jorge get caught in a traffic jam on their way home from work. There's a wreck up ahead. And something worse. The first sign of a major outbreak-and Ken and Jorge are stuck in the gridlock. Not only do they need to escape, but they also need to save as many people as possible on the way. ARMAGEDDON Now Dr. Crispin and his team must make a terrible
decision. Should they send the Dogs out into the zombie apocalypse to rescue survivors? Or should they listen to the new neurotechnician, who would have them hoard their resources and post the Dogs as island guards?
Agrivillage
Cannibal Corpse, M/C
Revolution: An Alternative Answer to the Italian Question
“World-renowned archaeologist Zahi Hawass. He is one of the world’s authorities on the Giza pyramids, and has spent his life excavating around the pyramids and the Sphinx. He made major important discoveries such as the tombs of the pyramid builders and the secret doors inside the pyramid of Khufu. Dr. Hawass has received fi ve honorary doctorates from
different international universities and was named as one of the Top 100 Most Influential People for the year 2006 by Time Magazine. His adventures around the pyramids have been presented in many TV shows. In this book, you will feel the thrill and the adventures of the modern-day Indiana Jones.”
The Egyptian civilization, which flourished along the banks of the Nile for about 3000 years, was one of the most extraordinary and enduring of the ancient world. Even today, after two thousand years since its setting, it continues to exert considerable charm. The Egyptians left many traces of their culture, thanks to the climate dry desert that has preserved over the
centuries. The Sphinx and many pyramids, mummies, funerary masks, funerary decorations, the papyri, have thus been preserved from destruction, the common fate of many ancient remains. Egypt is in fact also known as the "gift of the Nile", because the flooding of the river deposited on the fields a layer of fertile silt, vital for the growth of crops. Already in prehistoric
times, the first settlers learned to sow and plant their crops in the fields still covered by mud after the waters had receded. I collected, almost always abundant, they allowed that civilization to thrive and achieve a brilliance never known before. The ancient Egyptians called the fertile valley of the Nile kemet, "black earth", and themselves remet-en-kemet, "the people of
the black earth", while the desert surrounding the town was said deshret, "red earth."
My adventures in Archeology
Essays in Natural Philosophy
The Guardian Archives

2017 Reprint of 1930 Edition. Full facsimile of the original edition, not reproduced with Optical Recognition software. Influenced by the rise of the science of psychology and the turmoil of the early 20th century, The Hoax [also translated as A Perfect Hoax] is an ironic and affectionate
story of illusion, self-deception, and impracticality in a practical world. Mario Samigli is in his seventies; he has all but given up his cherished aspirations as a writer and smiles at the world through his one remaining literary outlet--fables. When a travelling salesman with a taste for
practical jokes persuades him that a Viennese publishing company wants to translate his early failed novel, Mario is caught in a fantasy of success and fame, and neglects his beloved invalid brother. The Hoax follows the elaborate prank as it escalates, forcing Mario blindly down a road that
can only lead to disappointment.
Pisacane has been described in English text books and by a number of historians as a key person and in one case as ‘one of the most intelligent leaders’ of the Risorgimento, yet little has been written about him in English. This work therefore aims to introduce this soldier, writer, freedomfighter and martyr of the Sapri Expedition to an English readership. The introduction tells us about Pisacane’s life and career, including his part alongside Mazzini and Garibaldi in the Roman Republic. It also surveys his written work which evidenced the development of his political thinking
and culminated in his Saggi-storici-politici-militari sull'Italia, published posthumously between 1858–1860. La Rivoluzione later published separately was a call to avoid the mistakes of earlier bourgeois revolutions, insisting on the need for an overtly socialist programme to involve the
masses in a specifically Italian revolution. Finally, the introduction attempts to set the translated work in the context of post-Enlightenment political thought, as well as contrasting Pisacane’s approach with the mainstream nationalist and republican movements in Italy.
Kemet
The Unpublished Legends of Virgil
A Sense of the Future
Reproduction of the original.
Jacob Bronowski truly educated an enormous number of members of that diffuse population usually referred to, with a hint of condescension, as "educated laymen" through his widely shared television series on the concepts of science and through such highly regarded books as The Identity of Man and The Ascent of Man. This volume extends the process to a further level of insight, and it may be more than suggestive that its
final essay is entitled "The Fulfillment of Man." Bronowski was an extraordinary teacher precisely because he did not condescend to his audience. He did not talk down to them; he knew how to talk them up to something near his own level, however briefly. He felt that if human beings are taken seriously, they can be led to respond to serious and difficult subjects that relate to the deepest aspects of nature, both beyond and within
themselves. A Sense of the Future succeeds brilliantly in this respect, in part because it is a collection of essays that can be read independently as self-contained, delimited presentations; and in part because the book is more than the sum of these individual essays—it is a unified whole in which Bronowski's most abiding concerns are interrelated, juxtaposed, and tested for consistency in various intellectual contexts. The major
unifying theme of the work is the intensely creative and human nature of the scientific enterprise—its kinship, at the highest levels of individual achievement, with comparable manifestations of the artistic imagination, and its ethical imperatives, evolved within the community of scientists over the centuries, which both embody and forge the values of civilized life at large. Still, the book's diversity of topics is as striking as the
unity of its aim. Among the subjects within the realm of Bronowski's mind that are presented here are the limitations of formal logic and experimental methods, the epistemology of science, the distinctive nature of human language and the human mind, and the bases of biological and cultural evolution. Bronowski also contrasts the findings of science as the "here and now" of man's understanding with the ongoing activity of
science as the open-ended search for truth, and he undertakes to demonstrate that the factual, individual is and the ethical, societal ought can be derived each from the other. A mathematician by training, Bronowski published poetry as well as books on literature and intellectual history. In addition to those mentioned above, The Common Sense of Science and Science and Human Values are among the most widely read of his books.
Before his death in 1974, he was for many years a Senior Fellow at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies, where his formal area of research was concerned with the questions of human specificity and uniqueness. Clearly, his interests ranged far beyond this area, and in many directions.
The Junkie Quatrain
The Hoax
The Parenticide Club
Following a major pandemic, the country is in ruins. West of the Mississippi River is a hellzone known as the Deadlands. Here, bioengineered Corpse Worms rain from the blood-streaked sky, reanimating the dead. And here, atomic weapons have created legions of mutants, primeval monsters, and
wild chaotic weather patterns. Enter: John Slaughter. Hardcore outlaw biker. Blood member of the Devil's Disciples. A very wanted man. Captured by the army, the feds want him to lead a gang of his old bikers across the Mississippi and into the nuclear wastes of the Deadlands. His objective:
Snatch a high-level biologist who is being held at an old NORAD fortress by a paramilitary terrorist group. It will mean a raid into territory swarming with the living dead, mutations, and sects of psychotic survivalists...not to mention the Cannibal Corpse motorcycle club, blood enemies of
the Devil’s Disciples. His incentive: his brother is being held at a federal prison back east on charges of sedition. If Slaughter does not bring back the biologist, his brother will be executed. The drawback: An ancient, diabolic evil has claimed the Deadlands and is in league with Cannibal
Corpse. And unless Slaughter can stop it, it will pick its teeth with the last bones of the human race.
Jesus hitherto instructeth his disciples only up to the regions of the First Mystery.IT came to pass, when Jesus had risen from the dead, that he passed eleven years discoursing with his disciples, and instructing them only up to the regions of the First Commandment and up to the regions of
the First Mystery, that within the Veil, within the First Commandment, which is the four-and-twentieth mystery without and below--those [four-and-twenty] which are in the second space of the First Mystery which is before all mysteries,--the Father in the form of a dove.What the First Mystery
surroundeth.And Jesus said to his disciples: "I am come forth out of that First Mystery, which is the last mystery, that is the four-and-twentieth mystery." And his disciples have not known nor understood that anything existeth within that mystery; but they thought of that mystery, that it is
the head of the universe and the head of all existence; and they thought it is the completion of all completions, because Jesus had said to them concerning that mystery, that it surroundeth the First Commandment and the five Impressions and the great Light |2. and the five Helpers and the
whole Treasury of the Light.
Keltor
Magic of the Pyramids
[A Perfect Hoax]

What is an Agrivillage? And why does it stand out as a viable and sustainable alternative to the life-style of contemporary cities? With this guide, Giovanni, a pioneer of the agrivillage approach, provides a description and an invitation to share his experience.
Il Cubo. Protagonista di infinite opere di bardi e poeti, le leggende su di esso popolano le terre di Enascentia ormai da secoli, alimentando la curiosità delle genti appartenenti ad ogni Tribù. Poi il suo ritrovamento. Pare che un tale di nome Sir Ateron non solo ne sia entrato in possesso, ma
sia pure disposto a pagare una somma sconsiderata a chiunque sarà in grado di carpirne i segreti. La messa al bando di tale annuncio è sulla bocca di tutti, sembra non si parli d'altro in questi giorni. La gara per guadagnarsi un posto nell'ambita fila è ormai iniziata, ognuno cerca di
ricavarsene uno come meglio può: c'è chi minaccia, chi corrompe, chi imbroglia, chi mente, chi ruba e chissà quanti altri ancora. Arusha la Rok'Nar non rientra in nessuna di queste categorie, inviata dalla propria Tribù come rappresentante per volere del loro Kami, la Madre Terra.
Contrariamente a quanto si possa pensare, il protagonista del Serial Book non sarà un personaggio, eroe od antieroe che sia. L'approccio narrativo scelto è differente, prevede al centro degli avvenimenti non un individuo, bensì un luogo. L'intera narrazione ruoterà attorno ad una stanza ed
ai suoi misteri, un posto nel quale si susseguiranno molteplici avventurieri in cerca di risposte, alcuni in grado di trovarle, altri destinati a brancolare nel buio. Cos'è in realtà il Cubo? Qual è la storia della stanza? Buon viaggio lettore.
Carlo Pisacane's La Rivoluzione
Pavlov's Dogs
The Melody of Death
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